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Next Meeting June 2/2009

Wilf Talbot will present a slideshow detailing his trip the Mesa, Arizona Desert 
Woodturning Roundup which was held at the Mesa Convention Center earlier this year.

Minutes of meeting May 5/2009

Meeting was opened by Carl Smith who introduced some of the guests of the evening. 
Present were Mary Lou Poniecki, Laura Poniecki and Phil Morrow who presented a 
video showing the distribution of the tops that were made and donated by our members 
for a school in Guatemala. 
The video was “Tactic 09 Mission to Guatemala”, and was quite a cultural experience for  
everyone. Following a close call where all the tops that were to be donated went 
missing for a while, but were thankfully recovered later. The video showed the tops 
being handed out to the children there and there were a lot of smiling faces when they 
received them. In addition to playing with their new tops, they also enjoyed playing 
soccer, watching some puppet shows and singing.  In an effort to also improve health 
conditions, the group has already raised $4000. for penicillin and is planning a return 
trip in the future.
 
The meeting was then turned over to Don James.

To start the evening, Mike Swenson announced a Sawdust Session to be held at Black 
Forest May 16 from 9AM to 4:30PM. Everyone was invited to bring their own tools, 
wood (or to purchase while there of course) and to participate in these fun sessions. Jim 
Osenton added that if there was anything special that anyone was interested in seeing 
demonstrated to contact him and make their requests known. 

Don then announced that Lyn Leslie has resigned her newsletter post and she was then 
given a round of applause for her efforts. 

Kevin Welch said that he had made a visit to Armstrong and Penticton B.C to visit family 
and a fellow turner from Armstrong that he met last year by the name of Bob Coombes. 
Bob has been stockpiling some various woods from the area and would like to sell some 
of it off to make way for new arrivals. A partial list of what is available is listed at the end 
of this newsletter.

Don James then introduced our guest speaker of the evening, Richard Raffan. Who 
then gave a presentation in the form of a slide show of some of his fine work, both new 
and old. He discussed the finer points of form and design by critiquing much of his own 
work including what he liked and various aspects that did not work. By talking about 
both, Richard was able to impart a sense of form that also included some practical 



areas as well.  For example, he found that bowl design that that have rims turned 
slightly inwards seem to sell better. Larger bowls that were designed with grooves on 
the outside gave a subtle sense of security when held. Some bowls he described had 
been in use for up to 30 years, and have developed a patina and sense of familiarity 
that only is possible over a period of time. 
Richard also described some bowls that were turned green and had the pith running 
through the center causing them to warp inwards when drying, which resulted in a 
pleasing shape when completely dried.

While describing scoops which formed much of Richardʼs early work, he mentioned the 
scoops of approximately 2 inches in diameter were the easiest to make. When smaller 
than this, thickness was more critical. If much larger than this, hollowing became more 
of an effort. 
He also showed some impressive nesting bowls. Richard uses the McNaughton center 
saver for removing cores from blanks. In addition, a variety of bowl design features were 
shown and discussed from the perspective of shape, rim design and curves. The latter 
point was emphasized by showing several that were band-sawn in half after turning 
which graphically showed both what worked and what didnʼt. Rims and their design can 
add a lot to a bowl and some techniques that can be used to highlight this could include 
undercutting, adding grooves, painting and other similar embellishments.
In order to describe various methods of finishing his turnings, Richard showed pictures 
of bowls including some that had been blackened with a propane torch, dipped in indigo 
ink and then partially sanded. Some that were finished with copper wax which gave a 
glittery appearance. 
He then showed some of his turned boxes, and mentioned that the taller ones seemed 
to look better in groups of 3 or more. Richard also had a series of what he called 
stacked pipes; these were band-sawn cores with the grain running sideways ie: not 
endgrain. These were turned and drilled and since they were turned green, warped in 
wonderful ways when dried. Most were finished in Verdigris, which is the common 
name for the particular green coating or patina formed when copper, brass or 
bronze is weathered and exposed to air over a period of time. For more 
information on this wonderful finish, see http://www.langridgecolours.com

Richard then answered questions regarding pricing his work. He said that it does 
not help our craft if some sell their work simply to recoup costs as this acts in 
driving prices down and makes it more difficult to sell work for those that make a 
living from it. It is far better to give pieces away than to sell them below cost of 
production or to make a reasonable profit. His rule of thumb was to try to decide 
on an hourly wage. Using an example of $60/hour, then try to estimate how long 
it takes to make a particular peice. One method used is to multiply the wood 
blank height vs. depth in inches and translate this into minutes to make the piece. 
So in the case of a 12 X 3 inch blank, roughly 48 minutes would be required. This 
would break down into 5 minutes to rough the blank, 30 minutes to turn and the 
remainder to sand and finish. He noted that if it were sold through a gallery, they 
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may double this price and add GST to arrive at their selling price. Other factors 
that influence price in addition to the above is the cost of the wood. If it is a 
spectacular piece, a burl for example, then the selling price may be a bit higher.
Richard then left us with a pamphlet of the upcoming woodturning conference to 
be help in Brisbane, Australia next July. Details for those that may be interested 
in attending can be seen at the end of this newsletter.

Thanks to Richard Raffan for a memorable presentation.

Cheryl Samuel from the Edmonton Woodturners then gave a short presentation 
on a bowl turning challenge done by their members. They had made a series of 5 
templates of which were given to their group. The idea was to make bowls that 
had the exact curvature of the templates as a learning experience. The members 
then brought the finished result to the next meeting and all were displayed and 
discussed. Samples were passed around to the group and a short discussion of 
this approach followed. She also described tree dyeing; a way of injecting dye 
into a tree as it was growing. This interesting technique can be seen on her 
website at http://www.ravenstail.com

Thanks to Cheryl for an interesting presentation.

The $80 50/50 raffle was won by Ron Gilbert. The remaining $80 was donated to the 
fund to provide penicillin to the people in Guatemala.

At the time of writing this newsletter, the year end BBQ is tentatively planned for June 
20. This date will be confirmed at the next meeting.
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Summary of various wood available from Bob Coombes. Anyone that is interested 
can either call him @ 250-308-5049 or e-mailing him @ coombes@sunwave.net  
if you have any questions. He also welcomes all visitors if you so desire to go for 
a load!

Russian Olive  14" plus in 2' lengths
Juniper            5-8" in 4'-6' lengths
Black Walnut  4"-10" in various lengths, plus some larger that is cut in halves.
Black Walnut root in various sizes
Catalpa           14"-18" in 3' lengths
various kinds of Burls (mostly maple, some pine and yellow pine)
Butternut         16" in 16' lengths
Butternut Blanks 6"-16" with bark
Crabapple        20" in 3' lengths
Oak                 1" X 1" for segmenting ( has 20,000 feet)
Mb. Maple Blanks various sizes up to 12" X 10" and 11" X 9"
Acacia Blanks  6" - 8"
Ash Blanks      various sizes
Birch Blanks    various sizes
Bing Cherry Blanks   6" - 8"
Copper Beach Blanks    6" -8"
Pine beetle kill Pine Blanks    various sizes
Elm Peppermill Blanks  3" X 3" X 9"
Hornbeam        4" -10" in 2 foot lengths
Teak                1 1/8" X various widths and lengths
English Elm      1/2" X 4" X 24"
Maple Burl        1" X 2-3" X 14"
All sizes of Cherry Burls
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